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I.

TO THE RIGHT HaNOUUABLE THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS OF

HIS MAJESTY’S TREASURY.

The report of the Commissioners of Inquiry into

the Collection and Management of the Revenue

arising in Ireland.

I
Ci tlie Aet by which we are appointed, it is directed that we shall from time to

time make Repoits to your Lordships, to be laid before the King and both

Houses of Parliament, hi whkh we are to “ state such observations, and make
“ such suggestions as shall occur to its, for assimilating the mode of charging,

“ managing, and collecting the several branches of the Public Revenue of the

“ Crown in Ireland, to the mode practised in Great Britain, or for otherwise

‘‘ seeming and improving the due collection thereof, by modification of duties,

“ or in any other way whkh we may deem expedient;’’ and although we are not

yet prepared to suggest or recommend to your Lordships, the adoption of any

specific measures in cemformity with the above direction, we feel it to be our duty-,

at the present period, to submit to your Lordships, for the information of His

Majesty, and the two Houses of Parliament, a statement of our proceedings,

showing the steps whidi we have taken, and the course which we are pursuing, in

order to accomplish, with as littie delay as possible, the purposes for which we
have been appointed.

Immediately after the passing of the Aet, we assembled, and having taken the

oath therein prescribed, we proceeded in the first instance, to apply, through your

Lordships, to the Revenue Departments in England and Scotland, for various

accounts and documents necessary to the discharge of that prominent part of our

duty, which relates to the introduction of one common system and uniform practice.,

in tlie collection of the Revenue of Great Britain and Ireland ; and we at the same

time ordered such returns from the offices in Ireland, as we deemed requisite for

exhibiting the existing state of the establishments in that country ;
into the, e^Steixt,

the efficiency, and expense of which we were Qommissioped to inquire, as well as

into the reductions of which they might be susceptible.

The preparation of these documents, more especially those required in England?

unavoidably occupied a considerable time
;
because, in addition to other details

relating to the produce of tlie Revenue, and the expenses of management, we felt

it expedient to call for statements of the mode in which by law, or under the

authority of the several boards, the Duties were collected in each department;

and with respect to the Excise, under each head of duty,

We next proceeded, after a careful consideration of the various subjects com-

prised in the extensive field of inquiry assigned to us, to determine foe course

which itmightbe most expedient for us to pursue with reference to whatwe conceived

to be the intention of Parliament in our appointment. While we were anxious, on

the one hand, to enter without delay upon the examination of foe Establishments

of the several Revenue Departments, and to pursue it into those details wherein

consists the bulk of the expenditure, and in which, consequently, the subjects of

retrenchment would most probably be discovered ; we felt, on the other hand, that

all the subordinate parts of these establishments were liable to be materially

affected by any such changes in the general constitution of the Departments, as we

might find it our duty to recommend, in order to assimilate them to those of Great

Britain. It therefore appeared to us, that the possible misapplication of much

time and labour might be avoided, by directing our attention, in the first instance,
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to a review of the general regulations and management under which the Revenue
of Ireland, in its several branches, was administered, and in considering the

measures by which the conformity required between the systems of the two coun-

tries might, as far as their respective circumstances permitted, be attained.

We, therefore, resolved to direct our earliest attention and inquiries to the state

and constitution of the several Boards of the Revenue in Ireland
;
the authority

vested in each of them, and the manner in which it was exercised
;
the functions

of the principal Officers immediately under them ; and the general method of

proceeding in the charging, collecting and securing the duties levied under each of

the departments.

In pursuance of this determination, our first act after our arrival in Dublin, was,

to communicate to the heads of the several branches of the Revenue, a general

statement of the objects to which we intended to direct our inquiries in the com-
mencement of our investigation, and of tlie manner in which we expected their

co-operation and assistance.

We were the more induced to prefer the general course we have described,

from knowing that the subordinate and executive branches of the several Depart-

ments, had so recently as the year 1819, undergone a careful revision by a Com-
mission appointed by your Lordships, composed of gentlemen, selected on account

of their practical knowledge and experience, upon whose suggestions various

salutary reforms and important retrenchments had been made, and whose presence

and inquiries in Ireland appeared to have produced an increased attention and
activity in the conduct of the business of the principal departments. We had also

the satisfaction of finding, that in the department of the Customs in Ireland, the

attention of that Board had been directed to the Reports of the Commissioners
appointed to inquire into the Customs in England, referred to them by your
Lordships, which had led to some material improvements in the mode of transacting

the business of that department.

Although in this stage of our proceedings, according to the line which we had
prescribed to ourselves, it was not our intention to enter upon any detailed in-

vestigation, either of the conduct of individual officers, or the propriety of
maintaining particular offices, we felt it not consistent wiffi our duty to postpone
such investigation in any case which should incidentally come under our notice,

and appear especially to require attention.

Amongst other matters of this description, the office of Receiver General of
the Customs and Excise (which happened then to be vacant) came under our
notice

;
and having satisfied ourselves that it would be practicable to provide for

the discharge of the duties assigned to that officer, in a mode equally secure and
effectual, and which would admit of a saving to a considerable amount, by the

abolition of that appointment ; we addressed a representation to the Lord Lieu-

tenant, apprizing him of the impression entertained by us, and suggesting that the

vacancy should not be filled up, until we had the opportunity of laying before your
Lordships a full report on the subject. We experienced from his Excellency the

most ready acquiescence in our suggestion, and the appointment has accordingly
been suspended.

We had not proceeded far in our inquiries, before a most important subject

presented itself to us, which we felt must be decided upon, previously to our being
able to recommend to your Lordships and to Parliament, any definite reduction of
the extent and expense of the Revenue Establishments in Ireland : we allude to

the duties affecting the commercial intercourse between the two countries
; as by

far the greatest part of the import trade of Ireland consists of goods brought
directly from England, die principal occupation of the officers of tlie Customs in

the several ports of Ireland, arises either out of the collection of those restrictive

duties on certain articles of British produce, which, by the Act of Union, were
imposed, and continued for a period which expired in the year 1 820, or, of those,

which, in the Act of Union, are distinguished as “ Countervailing Duties.”

Essentially connected as the further maintenance of the first mentioned of these
duties, and the extent and arrangement of the others, must obviously be ivith the

objects of our inquiry, we should have felt ourselves called upon to look fully into

the question, even ifyour Lordships had not drawn our attention to it, by referring

to
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to us the memorials of several mercantile and manufacturing bodies in England,

remonstrating against the recent extension, by the Act of 1 820, of the period fixed

at the Union for the duration of the restrictive Duties, and which Act, m the course

of last Session, the House ofCommons solemnly pledged itself to take again under

its consideration.

We felt at the same time, that, in consequence of the Union of the two Ex-

cheauers im 8 1 6, and the termination of the compact by which Ireland was bound

to contribute afixed portion of the Revenue ofthe United Kingdom, an op^rtumty

was afforded of altering the system, and simplifying the operation of the Counter-

vailing Duties.

Our course of proceeding being determined by these considerations, we were

assiduously occupied during the period of our residence m IreMd, ^ the coUec-

tion of evidence applicable to the heads of inquiry above referred to
;
by the

examination, as well of the several members of the Boards of Custorns and Excise,

their Secretaries, and the Officers in immediate communication with them m the

exercise of their functions, as also of a considerable number of respectable mer-

chants, manufacturers, tradesmen, and other individuals, whom we thought it

necessary to call before us, and from these persons we obtained information

relating to the state of the commercial intercourse between the two countries, and

the effect produced upon their particular interests by the several duties in question,

as well as by the execution of the Revenue laws in Ireland. And we think it our

duty to state that, in the progress of these examinations, we experienced from all

persons to whom we had occasion to apply, a prompt obedience to our requisitions,

and a general readiness to afford us information.

In the prosecution of our examinations in Ireland, under the above-mentioned

heads of inquiry, having arrived at a point at which it became necessary to obtain

information in England, from the corresponding departments ofthe Revenue, and

from individuals connected with the commerce and manufactures of this part ot the

Empire, we transferred the sittings of our commission to the office which had been

assi^ed to us in London, where we are pursuing our investigations, in the hop

that we shall be enabled to lay the result of them before your Lordships, for the

information of His Majesty and the Houses of Parliament, at a penod sufficiently

early to admit of some practical measure founded upon them, being submitted to

the legislature before the close of the present session,

(Signed)

T. WALLACE. (L. s.)

Office of Irish Revenue Inquiry, THO‘ FRANKLAND LEWIS. (L. s.)

21st February 1822. J. C. KERRIES. (l. s.)

W. J. LUSHINGTON. (us.)

HENRY BERENS. (L.S.
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